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L5 Consortium Abstracts 
(Current list of abstracts as of: November 24, 2014) 

 
 
(1) Presenter: Craig DeForest 
Areas of Interest: Location, tracking, and diagnosis of CME structure via remote sensing; space 
weather prediction; solar wind physics 
Abstract: I will discuss the importance of heliospheric imaging from L5 in the contexts of space 
weather prediction and solar wind physics -- in particular, three desiderata:  (1) photometric 
measurement of, if not absolute Thomson-scattered brightness, then at least feature-excess Thomson-
scattered brightness; (2) higher resolution than the 1°-3° that is currently available with STEREO; and 
(3) polarization photometry to exploit 3-D effects and locate events in 3-D as they propagate.  (1) has 
been achieved; (2) and (3) are proposed for a demonstration flight under the H-TIDeS/LCAS program. 
 
(2) Presenter: Adam Szabo 
Areas of Interest: L5 mission design,  Magnetometry  Corotating solar wind structures 
Abstract:   In-situ STEREO observations used to validate L5 forecasting accuracy. STEREO in-situ 
magnetic field and solar wind plasma observations near L5 are used to predict the arrival of corotating 
solar wind features at Earth. The STEREO data is correlated with Wind corresponding measurements 
upstream of Earth and the accuracy of L5 space weather predictions quantified as a function of solar 
wind characteristics. These functional dependencies, along with 20 years of Wind solar wind 
observations, are used to estimate the solar cycle variation in the effectiveness of an L5 monitor to 
forecast the space weather impact of corotating solar wind features. 
 
(3) Presenter: Tom Berger 
Areas of Interest: Observational requirements for space weather forecasting. 
Abstract:  Coming later 
 
(4) Presenter: Doug Biesecker 
Areas of Interest: CME parameterization and heliosphere propagation. 
Abstract: May put something together describing the NOAA/SWPC use of 3-views (SOHO/STEREO) 
to forecast CME arrival. 
 
(5) Presenter: David Webb 
Areas of Interest: Heliospheric properties of CMEs, Heliospheric imagers 
Abstract: TBD 
 
(6) Presenter: Benoit Lavraud 
Areas of Interest: L5 mission concept and all science aspects 
Abstract:  We will present both the science objectives and related instrumentation of a small solar and 
heliospheric mission concept, INSTANT: INvestigation of Solar-Terrestrial Activity aNd Transients. It 
will be submitted as an opportunity to the upcoming ESA-China S-class mission call later this year. 
This concept was conceived to allow innovative measurements and unprecedented, early determination 
of key properties of Earthbound CMEs from the L5 vantage point. Innovative measurements will 
include magnetic field determination in the corona thanks to Hanle measurement in Lyman-α and 
polarized heliospheric imaging for accurate determination of CME trajectories. With complementary in 
situ measurements, it will uniquely permit solar storm science, solar storm surveillance, and synergy 
with Solar Orbiter and Solar Probe Plus (the ESA-China S2 mission launch is planned in 2021). 
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(7) Presenter: Edward Sittler 
Areas of Interest: Solar wind plasma and ion composition measurements, the inner source, 
suprathermal ion acceleration, solar wind sources and interstellar pickup ions. Also, use coronagraph 
and other solar observations to produce semi-empirical MHD models of the coronal expansion and 
solar wind. 
Abstract: We will present a proposed plasma suit for the L5 mission composed of both an ion mass 
spectrometer (IMS) and electron plasma spectrometer (ELS). We will present a spectrum of IMS 
designs from a simple tophat electrostatic energy analyzer (ESA) with no mass analysis to more 
complex instrument concepts with mass analysis with broader science goals than simple solar wind 
monitor. The resource requirements for the different options will be given and international 
collaborations will be used to reduce cost. The basic requirement for the solar wind plasma ion 
measurements will be energy-per-charge (E/Q) coverage from 50 V to 20 kV, energy resolution dE/E ~ 
5%, angular coverage 180 deg in ecliptic plane x 45 deg in north-south direction centered on the solar 
direction, angular resolution 5 deg x 5 deg and GF ~ 1.0e-5 cm2-ster-eV/eV with typical proton energy 
flux ~ 1.0e10 #/(cm2-s-ster-eV/eV). With solar wind ion composition added the max energy could be 
increased to 60 kV with wider field-of-view (FOV) 360 deg in ecliptic plane, a variable GF would be 
introduced so the more diffuse suprathermal ions and the minor solar wind ions can be detected, mass 
resolution in mass-per-charge would be in the range 10 < M/dM < 60 depending upon allowed 
resources and one could also provide a charge state separation capability. The electron spectrometer 
could cover the energy range from 1 eV to 5 keV, 360 deg FOV in ecliptic plane and 90 deg in north-
south, and GF ~ 1.0e-3 cm2-ster-eV/eV. 
 
(8) Presenter: Markos Trichas 
Areas of Interest: Mission, S/C design 
Abstract: An internally funded Airbus Defence and Space study has been carried out to investigate the 
possibilities for a pre-operational L5 space weather mission, in conjunction with RAL Space, the UK 
Met Office, UCL and Imperial College London. The study looked at the user requirements for an 
operational mission, a model instrument payload, and a mission/spacecraft concept. A particular focus 
is cost effectiveness and timelineness of the data, suitable for operational forecasting needs. We have 
focussed on a mission at L5 assuming that a mission to L1 will already occur, on the basis that L5 
(earth trailing) offers the greatest benefit for SWE predictions. The baseline payload has been selected 
to cover 4 of the top 5 RAL/UKMO priorities using UK/US instruments with extensive heritage, 
consisting of: a heliospheric imager, coronograph, EUV imager or Magnetopgraph, magnetometer, 
solar wind analyser and radiation monitor. The platform is based on extensive re-use from our past 
missions to minimize the cost and a Falcon-9 launcher has been selected on the same basis. A schedule 
analysis shows that the earliest launch could occur in 2019, assuming Phase A KO in early 2015. The 
study team have selected the name “Carrington” for the mission, reflecting the UK’s proud history in 
this domain. 
 
(9) Presenter: Andrew Jones 
Areas of Interest: Solar imaging (EUV, coronograph, magnetorgraph etc.) from L5 
Abstract: TBD 
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(10) Presenter: Xinlin Li 
Areas of Interest: Solar and Solar wind properties, particularly for the geo-effectiveness. 
Abstract: L5 Solar Wind and Eruptive Event Probe (SWEEP) Mission (submitted to NASA/H-
TIDeS program) 
The science objectives of L5 SWEEP are to (1) advance the understanding of HSS propagation through 
the heliosphere and their impacts at Earth, (2) better understand coronal dimming relationships between 
solar flares and CMEs, and (3) develop more accurate forecasts of geoeffective space weather events. 
These science objectives will be achieved from the proposed measurements and associated modeling 
efforts. L5 SWEEP will have a suite of well-developed and miniaturized instruments onboard: a 
Faraday Cup (FC) and Vector Helium Magnetometer (VHM) for in situ measurements of the solar 
wind properties (e.g., density, speed, temperature, magnetic field) and solar X-ray sensor and EUV 
spectrometer for remote sensing of the solar eruptive event properties (e.g., flare intensity and location, 
coronal dimming as CME proxy, evolution of coronal holes and active regions). The primary phase of 
this mission starts when L5 SWEEP moves off the Sun-Earth line and is on its journey toward L5.     
L5 SWEEP is designed to meet a 6-Unit CubeSat spacecraft specification, which will utilize the rare, 
but almost perfect, launch opportunity of Exploration Mission (EM)-1 to the Moon. Instead of 
following EM-1 into lunar orbit, L5 SWEEP will execute a small maneuver to fly past the Moon 
toward L5, leading to an L5 insertion approximately two years later. As this is a low-cost CubeSat 
mission, L5 SWEEP will also serve as an early exploratory mission for larger and longer-lasting 
missions to L5. 
 
(11) Presenter: Curt A de Koning 
Areas of Interest: - CME morphology and evolution  - analysis of polarization ratio within observed 
CME envelope  - space weather forecasting 
Abstract: More is better 
The calculation that converts white-light coronagraph measurements into electron number density has 
been well established for several decades.  Based on the analysis of several events, we show how one, 
two, and even three viewpoints impacts the calculation of CME mass. We also describe how 3D 
reconstruction of a CME from polarimetry can be used to improve the calculation of CME mass.  In all 
cases, we demonstrate that more is better:  More viewpoints is better than one viewpoint, and more 
filters (to measure polarized brightness) is better than one filter (to measure total brightness, only). 
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(12) Presenter: Angelos Vourlidas 
Areas of Interest: L5 mission concept, CME properties,  R2O requirements for SpW. 
Abstract: Novel Design Concepts for a Mission to the Sun-Earth L5 Lagrangian Point: An Ideal 
Research-to-Operations Space Weather Platform 
At	  the	  five	  Sun-‐Earth	  Lagrange	  points	   (L1	   to	  L5)	   the	  combined	  gravitational	  pull	  of	   the	  two	  bodies	   is	  
equal	  to	  the	  centripetal	  force	  required	  to	  orbit	  with	  them.	  The	  L5	  point	  is	  trailing	  Earth	  by	  60º	  and	  is	  a	  
uniquely	   advantageous	   viewpoint	   for	   Space	   Weather	   (SpW)	   research	   and	   monitoring.	   It	   provides	  
global	   coverage	   of	   the	   inner	   heliosphere,	   allows	   imaging	   and	   measurements	   of	   solar	   activity	   and	  
irradiance	  variations	  at	  least	  3	  days	  before	  it	  becomes	  visible	  from	  a	  terrestrial	  viewpoint,	  and	  enables	  
the	   in-‐situ	   sampling	  of	   solar	  wind	   structure,	   such	  as	  Corotating	   Interaction	  Regions	   (CIRs),	  3-‐4	  days	  
before	  they	  encounter	  Earth.	  	  An	  L5	  satellite	  will	  provide	  up-‐to-‐date	  behind-‐east-‐limb	  magnetograms	  
better	   suited	   for	   building	   background	   solar	   wind	   models	   that	   are	   essential	   for	   CME	   and	   shock	  
propagation	  models.	  The	  predictions	  of	  such	  models	  can	  be	  validated	   in	  advance	  via	  the	  solar	  wind	  
measurements	   from	  L5.	   From	  an	  operational	   perspective,	   the	   L5	   orbit	   is	   the	   SpW	  equivalent	  of	   the	  
geosynchronous	  orbit	  for	  weather	  satellites. 

For	  these	  reasons,	  an	  L5	  mission	  is	  a	  popular	  concept	  for	  both	  research	  and	  operational	  communities	  
in	  Sun-‐Earth	  relations.	  The	  realization	  of	  such	  mission	  is,	  however,	  quite	  challenging	  in	  the	  current	  
fiscal	  environment	  and	  rests	  on	  the	  successful	  implementation	  of	  innovative	  mission	  profiles	  and	  
novel	  instrument	  design	  concepts.	   

Here,	  we	  review	  the	  current	  status	  of	  the	  L5	  mission	  concept,	  its	  scientific	  and	  operational	  benefits,	  
and	  introduce	  fresh	  ideas	  on	  mission	  and	  instrument	  design	  that	  can	  make	  an	  L5	  mission	  reality. 

 (13) Presenter: Dusan Odstrcil 
Areas of Interest: Numerical simulation of corotating and transient heliospheric disturbances. 
Abstract: Numerical simulation of SIRs and CMEs provides evolving 3-D density values in the inner 
heliosphere. These values are used to construct synthetic white-light images that might be observed by 
heliospheric imager at L5. We explore possibilities of tracing shocks, ejecta and cavity. 
 
(14) Presenter: Gang Li 
Areas of Interest: CME propagation, CME, CIR and SEPs 
Abstract: Inferring large scale U-shape magnetic field line from L5 and L1 simultaneous 
observations  
We study the acceleration and trapping of energetic ions and electrons  
between a pair of corotating interaction regions (CIRs). The event occurred in Carrington Rotation 
2060.  Observed at spacecraft STEREO-B,  the two CIRs were separated by less than 5 days.  In 
contrast to other CIR events, the fluxes of energetic ions and electrons in this event reached their 
maxima between the trailing-edge of the first CIR and the leading edge of the second CIR. The radial 
magnetic field (Br) reversed its sense and the anisotropy of the flux also changed from sunward to anti-
sunward between the two CIRs. Furthermore, there was an extended period of counter-streaming 
suprathermal electrons between the two CIRs. Similar observations for this event were also obtained 
for ACE and STEREO-A. These observations point to to a "U-shape" large scale magnetic field 
topology connecting the reverse shock of the first CIR and the forward shock of the second CIR.  With 
simultaneous L1 and L5 observations, we can examine if such a U-shape large scale magnetic field is 
possible and how often do we see that.  
We note that such a disconnected U-shaped magnetic field topology may have formed due to magnetic 
reconnection in the upper corona.  
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(15) Presenter: Mario Bisi 
Areas of Interest: Locating, reconstructing, and tracking CME and solar-wind structures and the inner 
heliosphere as a whole via remote-sensing techniques; space weather forecasting; solar wind physics; 
ground-based radio techniques; determining Bz; future heliospheric imaging; L1/L5/L4 
spacecraft/mission concepts. 
Abstract: Complementary Ground-Based Radio Observations to Space-Weather Science and 
Operations Missions near to or around L5. 

 
Mario M. Bisi (1), Bernard V. Jackson (2), Richard A. Fallows (3), Tarraneh Eftekhari (3,4), Elizabeth 

A. Jensen (5), Dusan Odstrcil (6,7), Munetoshi Tokumaru (8),  
Peter T. Gallagher (9), David F. Webb (10), Periasamy K. Manoharan (11),  

Americo Gonzalez-Esparza (12), Charlotte Sobey (3), Michael A. Hapgood (1),  
Richard A. Harrison (1), Jackie A. Davies (1), and Hsiu-Shan Yu (2). 

 
(1) RAL Space, Science & Technology Facilities Council, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, 

Harwell Oxford, England, UK. 
(2) Center for Astrophysics and Space Sciences, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA, 

USA. 
(3) ASTRON, The Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy, Dwingeloo, The Netherlands. 
(4) University of New Mexico, NM, USA. 
(5) Planetary Science Institute, Tucson, AZ, USA. 
(6) George Mason University, Fairfax, VA, USA. 
(7) NASA GSFC, Greenbelt, MD, USA. 
(8) Solar Terrestrial Environment Laboratory, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan. 
(9) School of Physics, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland. 
(10) Institute for Scientific Research, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA, USA. 
(11) TATA Institute of Fundamental Research, Ooty Radio Telescope, Ootacamund, India. 
(12) MEXART, Instituto de Geofísica, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, Morelia, México. 

 
We present complementary radio observations from the ground which can be used in conjunction with 
space-based observations and measurements from near-Earth as well as with interplanetary spacecraft; 
for example, near to or around the Sun-Earth L5 point.  Such ground-based observations have been 
carried out for over half a decade – for example, interplanetary scintillation (IPS) – and IPS has already 
been applied for space-weather (Heliophysics) science for many years now with some forecasting 
applications already envisaged.  In addition, we explore the possible use of Faraday rotation (FR) due 
to the solar wind in the inner heliosphere for both space-weather science and operations, and its 
potential for remotely sensing the magnetic field from Earth throughout the inner heliosphere.  We will 
also include a discussion of near-Sun radio-burst observations and heliospheric three-dimensional 
tomographic reconstruction of the inner heliosphere using combined data and modelling techniques 
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(16) Presenter: Bernard  Jackson 
Areas of Interest: Instrumentation at L5, L1, NEO. 3D analysis of the heliosphere in its fundamental 
plasma parameters, density, velocity, and magnetic field. 
Abstract: In Search of the Best Heliospheric Imager for L5 

B.V. Jackson, A. Buffington, P.P. Hick, and H.-S. Yu, 
Center for Astrophysics and Space Sciences, University of California at San Diego, 

La Jolla, CA, USA 
Mario M. Bisi 

RAL Space, Science & Technology Facilities Council, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, 
Harwell Oxford, Didcot, Oxfordshire, OX11 0QX, England (UK) 

David F. Webb 
Institute for Scientific Research, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA, USA 

 
Zodiacal-light photometers on the twin Helios spacecraft, the Solar Mass Ejection Imager (SMEI), on 
the Coriolis spacecraft, and the Heliospheric Imagers (HIs) on the Solar-TErrestrial RElations 
Observatory (STEREO) twin spacecraft, all point the way to optimizing instruments for future remote-
sensing Thomson-scattering observations from deep space. Such a system should look as close to the 
Sun as possible to as distant from its vantage point as signal permits. Here the specification for an 
instrument splits into a choice of systems that either is primarily a science monitor to compliment in-
situ spacecraft probes and provide 3-D coverage of the heliosphere, or one that is primarily for high-
resolution imaging along the Sun-Earth line for space weather purposes. The second of these choices 
presumes other monitors and instruments not necessarily on the L5 spacecraft exist to complement its 
observations. Here, we discuss some of the trade-offs of both choices, and feature the ASHI (All Sky 
Heliospheric Imager) that has been developed at UCSD for inclusion on deep space probes. 
 
(17) Presenter: Mona Mays 
Areas of Interest: CME propagation, space weather research and operations. 
Abstract: How L5 missions will be beneficial for space weather predictions and research at the 
CCMC/SWRC 
 
(18) Presenter: Albert Shih 
Areas of Interest: hard X-ray observations of solar eruptive events 
Abstract: I will discuss the science objectives of making hard X-ray observations from L5 of the 
signatures of electrons accelerated in solar eruptive events, particularly in combination with concurrent 
HXR observations by other instruments in Earth orbit or in the inner heliosphere.  The Hard X-ray 
Imager (HXI) instrument concept is based on the STIX instrument being built for Solar Orbiter.  HXI 
uses a moiré-based imaging technique to provide ~4-arcsec angular resolution for ~4–150 keV X-rays. 
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(19) Presenter: Nat Gopalswamy and the EASCO Team 
Areas of Interest: CMEs, SEPs, Coronagraphs, Radio emissions, L5 missions 
Abstract: Earth-Affecting Solar Causes Observatory (EASCO): A Mission to the Sun-Earth L5 
The Earth-Affecting Solar Causes Observatory (EASCO) is mission concept studied at the Mission 
Design Laboratory (MDL), NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. The science payload has seven 
remote-sensing and three in-situ instruments: white-light coronagraph, heliospheric imager, inner 
coronal imager in EUV, magnetic Doppler imager , an off-limb UV spectrograph, a hard x-ray imager, 
a low frequency radio telescope, a magnetometer, an ion composition & fast electron analyzer, and an 
energetic particle detector. The aim of the MDL study was to see how the scientific payload consisting 
of ten instruments can be accommodated in the spacecraft bus, what propulsion system can transfer the 
payload to the Sun-Earth L5, and what launch vehicles are appropriate. The study found that all the ten 
instruments can be readily accommodated and can be launched using an intermediate size vehicle such 
as Taurus II with enhanced faring.  The study also found that a hybrid propulsion system consisting of 
an ion thruster (using ~55 kg of Xenon) and hydrazine (~10 kg) is adequate to place the payload at L5. 
This paper describes the EASCO mission, the scientific payload, and the results of the MDL study.  
 
(20) Presenter: Mary Hudson 
Areas of Interest: properties of geo-effective CMEs 
Abstract: Just attending 
 
(21) Presenter: Vic Pizzo 
Areas of Interest: CME forecasting plus helio science opportunities 
Abstract: TBD 
 
(22) Presenter: Kiran Jain 
Areas of Interest: Space weather forecast using L5 mission observations, Sub-surface structure of 
active regions. 
Abstract: TBD 
 
(23) Presenter: Alexei Pevtsov 
Areas of Interest: magnetic fields and their topology, filament/CME eruptions, properties of geo-
effective CMEs. 
Abstract: Coronal mass ejections without photospheric/chromospheric signatures 
Typical coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are usually associated with flares and/or filament eruptions. 
Although the exact trigger of a CME eruption may be debatable, there is always some noticeable 
evolution in the photosphere, chromosphere or corona that heralds the CME eruption. And there are 
always notable changes in the corona and the chromosphere immediately after the CME eruption (e.g., 
post-flare loops, arcade brightening, coronal Moreton waves) indicating a coronal/chromospheric 
response to a CME eruption. There is, however, a different class of CMEs, when no flare or filament 
eruption is observed. Furthermore, these “stealth CMEs” do not exhibit post-eruptive signatures typical 
for “regular” CMEs. In the absence of a clearly identifiable source region on the disk, successful 
detection of the origin of such CMEs may be difficult. In this talk, I will discuss known properties of 
stealth CMEs and make case for monitoring the changes in the large-scale topology of magnetic fields 
to identify potential eruption sites of stealth CMEs. 
 
(24) Presenter: Thomas E Berger 
Areas of Interest: Space weather forecasting requirements and future observational platforms. 
Abstract: TBD 
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(25) Presenter: Paulett C Liewer 
Areas of Interest: Mission concepts - specifically concept that make use of advances in small satellites 
eg cubesats 
Abstract: A Fractionated Space Weather Base at L5 using CubeSats and Solar Sails 
The Sun-Earth L5 Lagrange point is an ideal location for a space weather monitoring mission to 
provide early warning of Earth-directed solar storms (coronal mass ejections, shocks and associated 
solar energetic particles). Space weather missions at L5 have been proposed using conventional 
spacecraft and chemical propulsion at costs of hundreds of millions of dollars. Here we describe a 
mission concept that could accomplish many of the goals much sooner and at a much lower cost by 
dividing the payload among a cluster of interplanetary CubeSats that reach orbits around L5 using solar 
sails. Rather than using a single conventional spacecraft, multiple small satellites , e.g., 6-Unit Cubesats, 
would be used with the  payload divided among them; thus the name fractionated Space Weather 
Base.  The technology is in place to begin such a mission now. We will describe the concept, its 
feasibility and the advantages of the fractionated approach in general. 
 
(26) Presenter: Stuart D Bale 
Areas of Interest: measurements of in situ solar wind properties and solar radio bursts.  
instrumentation. 
Abstract: Interplanetary radio burst measurements for an L5 mission 
I will describe some of the physics of interplanetary radio 
 
(27) Presenter: Edward Pope 
Areas of Interest: Improved operational prediction of the solar wind (in particular CMEs), via new 
operational missions (including at L5), improved modelling and data assimilation 
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(28) Presenter: Phillip Chamberlin 
Areas of Interest: Coronagraph instrument Satellite and Mission Design 
Abstract: Spherical Occulter Coronagraph (SpOC), a Future Coronagraph for Heliophysics and L5 
opportunities 
 

Phillip C. Chamberlin1, Joseph M. Davila1, Douglas Rabin1, and Nelson L. Reginald1,2 

1NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
2Catholic University of America 

 
Conventional solar coronagraphs, which detect broad-band photospheric light Thomson-scattered by 
coronal electrons, measure only electron density along the line of sight and the transverse (plane-of-sky) 
velocity of transients.  A new and simple experimental technique, based on the Imaging Spectrograph 
of Coronal Electrons (ISCORE) that was proven during ground-based eclipse measurements by 
Reginald et al. (2003, 2004, 2009, 2011, 2014), uses a set of filters in a coronagraph to derive the 
thermal electron temperature and electron bulk flow speed in the radial direction in the low solar 
corona.  Measurement of these coronal parameters will significantly improve solar wind measurements 
and heliospheric models as they propagate transients from the lower solar atmosphere through the 
heliosphere towards the Earth and other planets.  
 
A proposal was submitted to the 2014 H-TIDS CubeSat call titled Spherical Occulter Coronagraph 
CubeSat (SpOC Cube).  This 6U CubeSat bus will be integrated with a coronagraph detector and optics, 
including necessary filters and filter-changing mechanism.  The primary mission will deploy an 8-cm 
diameter, black-painted, free-flying spherical occulter, leading to the name Spherical Occulter 
Coronagraph CubeSat, or SpOC Cube.  After occulter deployment, the actively controlled 6U CubeSat 
will provide inertial formation flying with this passive sphere between it and the Sun to provide a 
coronagraph with approximately 2.0 m separation between the occulter and optics, which is farther than 
any current space-based coronagraph, leading to better signal-to-noise due to suppressed diffraction 
from the occulter as well as improved vignetting in the low corona.  The formation flying and passive 
secondary make this all possible within a 6U CubeSat. A Heliocentric or L5 orbit is advantageous as it 
will be out of the significant influence of Earth’s atmospheric density variations and changing 
gravitational forces, greatly simplifying all aspects of formation flying. SpOCCube is directly scalable 
to future solar coronagraphs on the scale of an Explorer-class mission, SpOC-Ex, or possibly an 
Mission of Opportunity (MoO), SpOC-MoO, which would provide larger occulter-optics separations 
for even better signal/noise and vignetting performance that could push imaging and plasma 
diagnostics down to <1.05 solar radii.   
 
 
(29) Presenter: Lawrence J Zanetti 
Areas of Interest: L5 measurements, GIC induction 
Abstract: TBD 
 
(30) Presenter: Joseph Davila 
Areas of Interest: Coronagraph capabilities 
Abstract: THE NEXT GENERATION CORONAGRAPH WITH DIAGNOSTIC CAPABILITY 
Existing coronagraphs provide images of the outer corona.  The intensity in these images is 
proportional to the electron density. A new technique which allows the measurement of temperature 
and flow speed of the electrons will be discussed.  Data from eclipse measurements, and from extensive 
coronal modeling will be presented.  The addition of temperature and flow speed measurements will 
greatly enhance modeling of the corona and the heliosphere. 
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(31) Presenter: Nariaki Nitta 
Areas of Interest: Problem events, stealth CMEs, etc 
Abstract: TBD 
 
(32) Presenter: Regan Howard 
Areas of Interest: Instrument accommodation, science requirement/desirement impact on spacecraft 
performance. 
Abstract: None - I'm coming to listen. 
 
(33) Presenter: Alphonse Sterling 
Areas of Interest: CME Initiation 
Abstract: New Aspects of a Lid-Removal Mechanism in the Onset of an Eruption Sequence  
        that Produced a Large Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) Event 
Authors: Alphonse C Sterling, Ronald L Moore, David A. Falconer, & Javon M. Knox 
We examine a sequence of two ejective eruptions from a single active region on 2012 January~23, 
using magnetograms and EUV images from SDO/HMI and SDO/AIA, and EUV images from 
STEREO.  Cheng et al. (2013) showed that the first eruption's (``Eruption~1'') flux rope was apparent 
only in ``hotter'' AIA channels, and that it removed overlying field that allowed the second eruption 
(``Eruption~2'') to begin via ideal MHD instability; here we say Eruption~2 began via a  ``lid removal'' 
mechanism.  We show that during Eruption-1's onset, its flux rope underwent ``tether weakening'' 
(TW) reconnection  with the field of an adjacent active region. Standard flare loops from Eruption~1 
developed over Eruption~2's flux rope and enclosed filament, but these overarching new loops were 
unable to confine that flux rope/filament.  Eruption-1's flare loops, from both TW reconnection and 
standard-flare-model internal reconnection, were much cooler than Eruption~2's flare loops (GOES 
thermal  temperatures of ~9 MK compared to ~14 MK). This eruption sequence produced a strong solar 
energetic particle (SEP) event (10 MeV protons, >10^3 pfu for 43 hrs), apparently starting 
when  Eruption-2's CME blasted through Eruption-1's CME at 5---10 R_s.$  This occurred because the 
two CMEs originated in close proximity and in close time sequence:  Eruption-1's fast rise started soon 
after the TW reconnection; the lid removal by Eruption-1's ejection triggered the slow onset of 
Eruption~2; and Eruption-2's CME, which started ~1 hr later, was three times faster than Eruption-1's 
CME.  A complete understanding of this event's onset depended upon  both low-temperature and high-
temperature coronal imaging; this factor should be considered when planning instruments for the L5 
mission. 
 
(34) Presenter: Phillip Scherrer 
Areas of Interest: farside magnetograms (primary)  large angle helioseismology (secondary) 
Abstract: soon… 
 
(35) Presenter: Tappin James 
Areas of Interest: CMEs, Heliospheric imaging 
Abstract: TBD 
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(36) Presenter: Jackie Davies 
Areas of Interest:  
Abstract: HELCATS 
Understanding the evolution of the solar wind is fundamental to advancing our knowledge of energy 
and mass transport in the solar system, rendering it crucial to space weather and its prediction. The 
advent of truly wide-angle heliospheric imaging has revolutionised the study of solar wind evolution, 
through enabling direct and continuous observation of both transient (coronal mass ejections: CMEs) 
and background (stream/co-rotating interaction regions: SIRs/CIRs) solar wind plasma structures as 
they propagate out to 1 AU and beyond. The recently instigated FP7 Heliospheric Cataloguing, 
Analysis and Technique Service (HELCATS) project capitalises, in particular, on European expertise 
in the field of heliospheric imaging, built up over the last decade in particular through involvement in 
NASA's STEREO mission, whilst also exploiting the vast wealth of expertise in such areas as solar and 
coronal imaging as well as the interpretation of in-situ and radio diagnostic measurements of solar wind 
phenomena. 


